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The heroic role of the agent called "government"in the simple publicgoods model is clear enough, but the relevance of the model is still in dispute.
A long history of doubters have challenged the premises that the government
has the neededinformation, acts efficiently, and acts in the public interest.
Also, doubters have contended that the free-rider problem of manypublic
goods is not as ineluctable as others often seemto suggest. Historical studies
have shownthe potency of voluntary association in such fields as lighthouse
provision [Coase 1974], education [Ellig & High 1988], bee pollination [Cheung,
1973], law and order [Anderson & Hill, 1979; Benson, forthcoming],
neighborhoodinfrastructure [Beito, forthcoming], agricultural research
[Majewsld, 1989], amongothers [see Cowen,1988; Wooldridge, 1970].
To help weigh the relevance of the simple public-goods model I discuss
the American experience of private turnpike roads. Extreme publicness marked
the turnpikes, both in jointness of consumptionand in nonexcludability. 1 The
excludability problemwas partly the result of legal restrictions on toll collection.
These restrictions caused in part turnpike unprofitability, which was discovered
quickly. The turnpikes afforded enormousindirect and external benefits,
however, to the nearby farms, landholdings, and businesses. Since
unprofitability was usually foreseen, stock subscription -- necessary to construct
the road -- was essentially a meansof paying for road benefits. There were

two excludability

problems: people could use the road without paying a toll,

and people could indirectly
Though related,

the latter

benefit from the road without buying stock.
is the crux of the public-goods problem at hand.

The turnpike companies got started

in the 1790s and were in sharp

decline in the 1830s, though many turnpikes were operating at the turn of our
century. 2 I treat

turnpikes

in NewEngland, NewYork, Pennsylvania,

Jersey, and Maryland (the last four I call the "Middle Atlantic states").

New
Except

in Pennsylvania, 3 the turnpikes were almost entirely financed by private
subscription to stock, 4 5while those in most other states were mixed enterprises.
Various facets of toll-road

history are being explored by a co-researcher and

myself, but here the discussion is confined to the public-goods aspect of the
6turnpikes.

3

II

Turnpike Creation and Operation
At the end of the 18th century folks saw a transition in road
management.Until then local public systems feebly eared for the roads. As
settlement expandedand the large Eastern centers sought improved trade
routes, pressure for road improvementbrought forth a radical alternative:
turnpikes, a pay-as-you-go wayof financing. A numberof publicly operated
7turnpikes were organized, patterned after the British turnpike trusts of the day,
but even this method of road improvement demanded too much from the
sexisting public administration. States turned to private initiative,
The turnpike companies were legally organized like corporate businesses
of the day. The first,

connecting Philadelphia and Lancaster, was chartered in

1792, opened in 1794, and proved significant in the competition for trade.
Regional rivalries led state legislatures to charter turnpike companiesas quickly
as private individuals petitioned for them. By 1800, 69 companies had been
chartered in the states under investigation?
Whilelegislators readily sanctioned road provision by private association,
they wrote extensive regulation into companycharters. Charters usually
determined the company’stotal stock, which merely reflected the company’s
recommendation and could be changed easily.

Powers of eminent domain were
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stipulated, existing trails or public roadbedswere usually granted to the
companies, and monopolyassurance against new parallel routes was sometimes
granted. Details for construction were given, and, of course, toll rates and toll
collection were tightly controlled. In most cases, turnpikes were individually
regulated, but on the major points all the states imposedvery similar
regulations. Inspection and enforcement was assigned to state-appointed
commissionersor county officials.

While the companiesabided strictly by the

financial regulations, maintenanceoften did not live up to stipulations, and the
z°
local inspection machinerywas knownto be lenient,
In theory toll rates wouldbe increased if dividends fell short of the low
mark(usually six, eight, or ten percent of investment) or decreased ff dividends
surpassed the high mark(usually ten, twelve or fifteen percent) [Durrenberger,
1931, 111]. In fact, dividends persisted far short of the low mark; but, with
rare exception, toll rates remainedat their initial levels [Taylor, 1934, 152].
The legislature

did not renege on its promiseJ1 Rather, it was commonfor a

companysimply not to apply for toll increases.
There are two possible explanations for the absence of rate increases.
The first

is that the companies maynot have been expecting or even hoping to

earn direct profits; this interpretation becomesapparent in the remainder of the
paper.

5
Second, turnpikes could not have muchenhanced returns by increasing
tollrates because of the manyconcessions to local travelers. Charters required
that toll gates be five or, moreoften, ten miles apart, permitting muchtraffic
to go toll-free.

Another meansof flee travel was the proliferation of informal

routes bypassing the gate, knownas shunpikes [Durrenberger, 1931, 178; Taylor,
1934, 200-204].12 The location of a gate was set by the legislature and could
be altered only by separate legislative enactment. Hadturnpikes been free to
multiply and relocate gates they could have better combatted shunpiking.
Finally, there was the toll exemption. Typical exemptions included those
traveling "on the commonand ordinary business of family concerns," to or from
public worship, a town meeting, a gristmill, a blacksmith’s shop, and on military
duty and those "residing within one mile of ...[the]

gate. ’’u Gatekeepers found

it troublesome to deny exemption and were forced to adopt a lenient attitude
[Taylor, 1934, 147]. Under such conditions, higher tolls would not have
increased revenue because travelers passing for free would not have paid higher
tolls, and those inclined toward toll evasion would have done so moreoften.
In addition, a small fraction of the through-traffic wouldhave opted for public
roads or other forms of transportation.
UnprofitaNlity
The first piece of our public-goods story is the universal and welldocumented poverty of the turnpikesJ 4 Of the Middle Atlamic states,
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Durrenberger[1931, 112] says, "[c]onsidered from the standpoint of dividends,
turnpike stocks were exceedingly poor investments," and of the manyturnpikes
of NewEngland, Taylor [1934, 266] says, "it is doubtful whether morethan five
or six paid their proprietors even reasonably well." Thoughinformation from
the period is fragmentary, Taylor [1934, 281] find that turnpike dividends in
NewEngland were far below those of other enterprises:
[I]t is quite obviousthat no possible selection of turnpike
companies could compare in earning power...Between the years
1825and 1855, six of the largest textile factories in Massachusetts
produced average yearly dividends ranging from 6.48% to 12.79%.
The Massachusetts bank averaged 6.53% annual return on its
capital investment from 1785 to 1855, while the Union bank
produced an average of 6.91% between 1795 and 1855. Three
Boston insurance companies doing fire and marine business
produced annual dividends averaging 8.38%, 15.44%, and 20.34%
during the period 1818-1855.
In contrast, even the undiscounted total net paymentof a turnpike was
commonlynegative. References to ~erage yearly dividends usually put the
figure barely above zero. ~s In Pennsylvania the state held a peak of two
million dollars in turnpike stocks, but "annual dividends accruing from that
investment invariably totalled less than five thousand dollars" (one fourth of one
percent) [Hartz, 1948,92]. Once we take into account assessments (occasional
companydemandson stockholders for additional payments), it is not clear
whether yearly "earnings" for manyturnpikes were even positive. 16 Moreover,
the capital value of the stock was usually completelylost. The little

trading

7

that occurred was almost always on terms well below par. ’~Turnpike stock
17
within a few years usually sold at far belowits original cost" [Parks, 1967, 19].
Turnpikes usually reverted to public control through abandonment. By
that time the stock was usually worthless, and the owners were eager to relieve
themselves of the responsibility of maintaining the road. Rarely was any
compensation madeto road investors. It appears that in all of NewEngland
only twoturnpike companies recouped their original investments whenthey
reverted to the public. 2s In fact, only five percent of the NewEngland
turnpikes received any compensation whatever whenthey surrendered their
franchises. 29 It is quite safe to say that from beginning to end turnpike stock
was an abysmal investment.

"Clear from the Be~nning"
[I]t seems to have been generally knownlong before the rush of
construction subsided that turnpike stock was worthless [Wood,
1919, 63].
[T]he turnpikes did not make money. As a whole this was true;
as a rule it was clear from the beginning [Kirkland, 1948, 45].
If we wish to showthat the turnpikes were public goods and that stock
subscription was, in essence, a voluntary contribution, it is incumbentto show
not only that turnpike stock was a bad investment but also that investors

8
expected as much. Investor expectations resist hard documentation, but a
combination of factors strongly supports the two quotations above.
It is unlikely that investors knewfrom the very beginning that turnpike
stock would be unrenumerative. The first private toll-bridge company,the
Charles-River Bridge, opened in 1786 was called "the greatest effect of private
enterprise in the United States. "2° Its investors were rewarded with a return of
10.5 percent annually for the first six years. Davis says, "[i]ts clear promiseof
financial success, justified by the dividends of its early years, drewattention to
the profits awaiting claimants in similar fields" [1917, II, 189; see also 216].
Through1798, about 59 bridge companies were chartered in the states under
consideration, principally in NewEngland. Manyof them failed and some were
unprofitable, but a considerable number,especially in the Boston area, had
proven themselves lucrative by the end of the century. In contrast to the
turnpikes, the bridges did not suffer from toll evasion and liberal exemptions,
and whenprofits were low they commonlyobtained toll increases [Davis, 1917,
II, 229]. Investors maynot have anticipated the special problems that would
plague turnpikes, so perhaps the bridge companies were an encouraging
example.
After the first decade of turnpike construction all save the most
foolhardy realized what turnpikes held in store. As early as 1800 the president
of the First Massachusetts Turnpike wrote a letter cautioning other investors

9

not to expect renumeration from turnpike stock [Parks, 1966, 73]. Similarly,
former Federalist Congressmenand turnpike president Fisher Ameswrote in
1802, "[t]urnpikes with fairest prospect of success have seldomproved
profitable" [quoted in Parks, 1966, 74]. In Connecticut, where, viewed
comparatively, turnpike dividends were enviable, a newspaperarticle on 1805
suggests that turnpikes receive "annually on their capital, little,

if any: more

’’21
than half the commonand established interest on money.
The examples of unprofitable companies were plain as day. The few
moderately profitable companies were graced with a combination of advantages:
low cost in land acquisition, good condition of the pre-existing roadbed, minimal
bridge building, and substantial traffic volume.22 Anyalert investor could
discover whether his town’s project had similar advantages. Almostinvariably it
did notY
Perhaps the best reason for rejecting the claims that turnpike investors
were searching primarily for direct renumeration is that an alternative
hypothesispresentsitself.

TheQuestfor |,ndire.ct Benefit, s
Although dividends were meager, indirect and external benefits were
copious. Improved roads lowered transportation costs, stimulated commerce,

and increased land values.

Henry Clay did not overstate the point whenhe

said
I think it very possible that the capitalist whoshould invest his
moneyin these objects[turnpikes] might not be reimbursed three
percent annually upon it; and yet society in various forms, might
actually reap fifteen or twenty per cent. The benefit resulting
from a turnpike road madeby private association is divided
betweenthe capitalist, whoreceived his toll, the land through
which it passes and which is augmentedin its value, and the
commodities whose value is enhanced by the diminished expense
of transportation [quoted in Durrenberger, 1931, 125].
The quest for indirect benefits is abundantly evident in contemporary
writings. An essay advocating turnpike roads in NewYork, appearing in 1795,
says that such an improvement"lays open all the unexploited resources of a
country to comeforth to daylight, and to a market.’’24 In 1797 we find a
discussion in five installments of roads and turnpikes by "A Philanthropist." He
expounds at great length on the social importance of good roads and argues
that turnpikes are the best means of achieving them. Benjamin De Witt,
writing in 1807 of NewYork’s turnpikes, said that turnpikes "encourage
settlements, open newchannels for the transportation of produce and
merchandise,increase the products of agriculture, and facilitate every species of
internal commerce"[1792, 215]. The 1811 tract by William J. Duane
"Addressed to the People of Pennsylvania" challenged the notion that
you are more benefited by having a paltry interest from the bank,
than if your moneywas invested in stocks for roads and canals...

[M]oneyinvested in bank stock is waste in comparisonwith its
employmentin enabling you to carry your produce and
manufactures to every market; and in raising the value of your
woodsas well as your cleared lands [1811, 5].
Likewise, Fisher Amesin NewEngland said most were turnpikes built "to
25
facilitate country produce on its wayto market" [quoted in Parks, 1966, 71].
Less explicit evidencefor the "indirect benefits" interpretation is ample.
Foremost is that "[s]hares in the various companieswere almost invariably
ownedlocally, that is, in the towns through whichthe road passes" [Taylor,
1934, 165; see Durrenberger, 1931, 102]. Naturally, the people in the vicinity of
the turnpike would reap the most benefits. In the few eases where a sizeable
portion of the stock was ownedby outsiders, the quest for indirect benefits is
still

evident. Businessmenin larger commercialcenters supported routes that

would bring trade. For instance, "[m]erchants and traders in NewYork
sponsored pikes leading across NewJersey in order to tap the DelawareValley
trade which would otherwise have gone entirely to Philadelphia" [Lane, 1939,
156]. It might be argued that local ownership was simply a consequence of
marketingthe shares locally, but the "indirect benefits" interpretation seems
undeniable when we consider a second factor:

those who contributed were

generally those whomost stood to gain from the project. "With but few
exceptions, the vast majority of the stockholders in turnpike were either
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farmers, land speculators, merchantsor individuals and firms interested in
26
commerce"[Durrenberger, 1931, 104].
As Woodnotes [1919, 63],
The conclusion is forced upon us that the larger part of the
turnpikes of NewEngland were built in hopes of benefiting the
towns and local business conducted in them, counting more upon
collateral results than upon the direct returns in the matter of
tolls.
Similarly, Durrenberger[1931, 104] says of the Middle Atlantic states,
subscribers were usually moreinterested in the possible benefits
the new lines of communicationwould bring than in the
profitableness of the investment. In other wordssubscriptions
were frequently looked upon as contributions to effect some public
improvementthat would pay its chief return in an indirect manner
rather than in dividendsY

A Public Goods Problem?
To what extent can we expect private initiative

to have been successful

in providing roads? Despite the large social benefits of the roads, it would
seem that the individual could find no advantage in supporting them. Since
citizens knewthat turnpike stock was a poor investment, purchasing stock was
muchlike paying for the road. Once stock subscriptions were sufficient to
construct the road, there would be no wayto withhold the benefits of the road
from those who did not contribute. The input of a single individual would not
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makethe difference, or so it would seem. For an arbitrary sample of 54
turnpike towns, the 1810 average population was 2,153, 38 percent of which
had reached 27 years of age. 28 If, say, half of these people stood to gain
significantly from a turnpike and a turnpike engenderedbenefits for two towns,
then 818 people were the prospective beneficiaries of a turnpike (which
typically had a construction cost of $700 to $3,000 per mile and a length of 15
to 40 miles). ~ This is hardly a small-group situation. On the basis of narrow
self-interest

it wouldhave been foolish for any one person to makea voluntary

sacrifice. Turnpike stock subscription appears to have been a free rider
problem par .excellence and we would expect to find the lamentable results of
the simple public-goods model.

Turnpike Provision
In view of the apparent free rider problem, the success was striking.
The movementbuilt new roads at rates previously unknownin America. Over
$11 million was invested in turnpikes in NewYork, some $6.5 million in New
England, and over $4.5 million (excluding state investment) in Pennsylvania
[Durrenberger, 1931, 61, 102; Taylor, 1934, 211]. Wood[1919, 63] informs us
that, based on the population of 1830, per-capita turnpike investment was
approximately $3.90 in Massachusetts. Between 1794 and 1840, 238 private
NewEngland turnpikes built and operated about 3,750 miles of road. 3° New
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Yorkled all other states in turnpike milage with over 4,000 as of 1821.
Pennsylvania was second, reaching a peak of about 2,400 miles in 1832.

New

Jersey companies operated 550 miles by 1821; Maryland’s operated 300 miies of
private road in 1830 [Durrenberger, 1931, 61, 56, 74, 70]. Turnpikes also
represented a great improvementin road quality [Taylor, 1934, 334; Parks,
1967, 23, 27].
The local turnpike was supported by the more prominent citizens, but it
is not as though a handful of affluent landownerspaid for the project. Stock
subscription was broad-based, In most cases upwards of 50 people contributed,
usually over 100 for a larger turnpike, no one with more than 15 percent of the
stockfl
After the most travelled routes had been converted to turnpikes, it
becamemoredifficult to raise moneyfor their construction, 32 but nonetheless
turnpikes continued to be built, even though, by 1805, hope of direct
renumeration had disappeared. Yet between 1805 and 1838 over 500 turnpikes
were chartered and built, each one representing a separate instance of publicgood provision. 33 I makeno claim that private association overcamethe free
rider problemin every case, or that turnpike construction satisfied blackboard
Paretian conditions. Rather, I claim that, even though the turnpikes offered
enormousnonexcludable benefits, far outweighingthe costs of the project, a
straight application of the simple public-goods model would lead us to doubt
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that many turnpikes were built and that a single_ one was built after 1805. Why
doesn’t the model apply?

III

The literature on turnpikes is old and primarily narrative. It is not
surprising that, while emphasizingthe inducementof indirect benefits in
supporting turnpike construction, turnpike historians have failed to point out,
muchless address, the free rider problem involved. In taking up the matter,
we must rely on more than narrow turnpike history.

Towns, Independent and Vigorous
Townsof the early nineteenth century were independent and strong,
characteristics

that have since perished. Throughthe colonial period the town

had becomethe organizing principle of society. In the first three decades of
the republic, the township held almost all of the administrative power of
government. The states had uncontested lawmaking powers, and economies of
scaie dictated that the counties attend to a few services (courts, prisons, and
road commissioners), but the towns governed their own affairs and executed the
directives of the state. Alexis de Tocqueville, in his masterful opus Democracy
in America, says the towns "are independent in all that concerns themselves
alone; and amongthe inhabitants of NewEngland I believe that not a manis
to be found whowould acknowledgethat the state has any right to interfere in
their townaffairs." Whencarrying out state laws, "[s]trict as this obligation is,

2.7
the governmentof the state imposes it in principle only, and in its performance
the township resumes all its independent rights" [1945/1835, I, 68]. The
participatory nature of town governmentin early Americahas been well noted.
This feature often makesit pointless to draw lines separating private and public
works:4
The unity and effectiveness of towns in part arose from their commercial
and social isolation. Until the 19th century, people traveled rarely and traded
little

with those of other towns[Taylor, 1934, 31-32]. Self-sufficiency nurtured

multitudinous social ties between the townspeople.
Certain historical currents mayalso have contributed to the spirit of
participation. In Revolutionary times religious doctrine in the individual and
religious organization in the communityusually ran deep. After the Revolution
religious fervor intensified

in the movementknownas the Second Great

Awakening,which was probably helped along by the passage of general
incorporation laws for religious congregations (such as NewYork’s in 1784).
Whetherthe "NewLight" denominations or those of longer tradition,

religious

congregations often showeda penchant for making themselves busy in various
improvementendeavors, such as schools, libraries,

and poor relief.

By

generating the requisite social relations, or "social capital" [Coleman,1988], as
well as humancapital, as noted by Seavoy [1978, 60], the religious and
benevolent activities

not only incited but empoweredthe application of
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voluntary efforts to communitygoals (Matthews [1969]; Brown[1973, 68]).
related thesis, advancedby Elkins & MeKitrick[1954], associates local activism
with the pervasiveness of leadership roles in a young community.

The Cooperative .Citizenry
The strong cooperative spirit of Americansespecially fascinated de
Tocqueville.3s Writing in the 1830s, he said:
In no country in the world do the citizens makesuch exertions for
the commonweal. I known of no people who have established
schools so numerous, places of public worship better suited to the
wants of the inhabitants, or roads kept in better repair [1945/1835,
I, 95].
The citizens’ cooperation with governmentefforts is noteworthy, but more
significant is the willingness to forge public improvementsby voluntary
association.
Americans...constantly form associations. Theyhave not only
commercial and manufacturing companies, in which all take part,
but associations of a thousandother kinds, religious, moral,
serious, futile, general or restricted, enormousor diminutive. The
Americansmakeassociations to give entertainments, to found
seminaries, to build inns, to construct churches, to diffuse books,
to send missionaries to the antipodes; in this mannerthey found
hospitals, prisons, and schools. If it is proposedto inculcate some
truth or to foster some feeling by the encouragementof a great
example, they form a society [1945/1840, II, 114].

19
De Tocqueville speaks of another often-cited public good: crime prevention.
Althoughno state police existed, and local public forces were minimal, "in no
country does crime more rarely elude punishment. The reason is that everyone
conceives himself to be interested in furnishing evidence of the crime and in
seizing the delinquent.... I witnessed the spontaneous formation of committees
in a county for the pursuit and prosecution of a man who had committed a
great crime " [1945/1935,I, 99]. Similar private, nonprofit institutions for fire
fighting or education in early Americansociety have been studied by economists
36
[McChesney,1986; Ellis & High, 1988].
The cooperative spirit expressed itself in enterprises muchlike the
turnpikes. In his comprehensivestudy of Americanbusiness incorporations up
to 1800, Davis [1917, II, 284-85] points out that manyenterprises were
undertaken to make improvements, and debates whether to count them as
business corporations. He readily excludes the marine and agricultural societies,
but then come corporations for land improvement, lumber cultivation,

and

inland navigation. For example, a "case near the line" is the River Machine
Company,incorporated in 1790 to dredge the Providence River. "The
merchants of Providence had agreed to raise $1,000 in forty ’equal shares’" for
the project. The companywas to collect tolls from certain vessels, but any
surplus was to be used at the end of twenty years for other improvements.
’Thus no dividends were contemplated."

2O
In financing, manyturnpikes closely resembled this dredging company:
numerouspeople contributed liberally for the large fixed costs and then just
enough revenue was collected to sustain operation. Before it becamestandard
practice to namea turnpike companyby the towns it connected, the first
private turnpike companychartered in NewEngland (1794) was entitled "The
Society for Establishing and Supporting a Turnpike Road from Cepatchit
Bridge, in Gloucester, to Connecticut Line" [Taylor, 1934, 125]. Evenafter
being given the standard business-soundingtitles,

we occassionally find turnpike

’’37
companiescalling themselvesa "society.

SelectiveIncentives(Socia.l P.ress.ure~etc.)
Economicexplanations of cooperation fall into two broad categories.
Oneapproach says that, for whatever reason, people have an irreducible
demandto cooperate. Following Margolis [1982], we could say that people
contributed to turnpikes due to strong group-interest utility functions, or foJlow
Sugden[1984, 1986], we could say that people felt they ought to contribute and
they therefore behaved according to a system of moral obligations.
The second approach gets into the guts of cooperation by breaking down
the situation and revealing hidden private advantages to cooperation. Fromde
Tocqueville’s searching discussion of the Americandevotion to "self-interest
rightly understood" [1945/1840, II, 129-35], we conclude that the gutsy approach
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to cooperation is especially fitting to our problem,ss Wecould view turnpike
communitiesas extended families and apply the Becker [1974] theory of social
interaction. Perhaps the residents of a communitypracticed ongoinggift-giving
sustained by the threat of withholding, as in Kurz [1977], or abided by social
normsfor fear of collective reprisal, as in Kandori [1988]. Whileformal
models could be loosely applied to the turnpike case, instead I will depend on
MancurOlson’s discussion [1971; 1982], which emphasizes the role of
institutions.
In The Lo_~cof Collective Action Olson develops the idea of selective
incentives:
[A] "selective" incentive will stimulate a rational indMdualin a
latent group to act in a group-oriented way. In such
circumstances group action can be obtained only through an
incentive that operates, not indiscriminately, like the collective
good, upon the group as a whole, but rather selectively toward the
individuals in that group. The incentive must be "selective" so
that those whodo not joint the organization working for the
group’s interest, or in other wayscontribute to the attainment of
the group’s interest, can be treated differently from those whodo
~
[1971, 51].
Weare especially interested in negative selective incentives, whichare
4°
punishmentsfor failing to bear an appropriate share of the collective effort.
Selective incentives are particularly effective in closed, homogenous
groups.
The failure of someto cooperate will attract attention. ’q’heir friends might
use ’social pressure’ to encourage them to do their part...and such steps might
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be effective, for...most people value the fellowship of their friends and
associates, and value social status, personal prestige, and self-esteem" [Olson,
1971, 60]. 4~ Such was the case for the turnpike communitiesof 1,000 or 5,000
people. For the average turnpike stockholder "those in control [of the
turnpike] were his neighbors and personally knownto him" [Taylor, 1934, 168].
Of voluntary associations in Massachusetts in the turnpike age, Brown[1973,
68] says, "[t]he feelings of personal recognition, self-improvement,and mutual
reinforcement that membersderived from participation

were sometimes as

important as the moreexplicit purposes of the organization."
A numberof social pressure tactics were employedin the turnpike case.
Foremost was the communitygatherings called to make up a plan and sell
stock in the company.The town meeting was a central institution

in which all

important residents were expected to participate. Sly [1930, 107] says that in
the early 1800s "[t]he town meeting was...at the highest point of development."
The turnpike meetings were well attended and stock pledges were made
publicly. For example, Wood[1919, 69] says the Fifth Massachusetts Turnpike
"was formally organized at a meeting held in the inn of Oliver Chapin, probably
early in 1799, and sixteen hundred shares were issued with a par value of $100
42
each." Meetings with attendances of 50 and 100 people have been recorded.
Throughintrospection if nothing else we recognize one’s susceptibility to the
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rousing speeches, pointed inquiries, and side-long glances operating at such
fund-raisers.
Turnpike promoters relied of course on the most basic form of selective
incentive, person-to-person solicitation. In an 1808 letter regarding the
formation of the York and ConewagoCanal Turnpike, the writer tells of those
who’~ave with so liberal a hand contributed to the Turnpike feeling a
considerable respons~ility, having used every exertion with the people of this
’’43
place to promoteit.
Bearing out de Tocqueville’s claim that Americans formed committees no
matter how"diminutive," we find cases of turnpike companies organizing
solicitation

forces. For the Hinghamand Quincy Turnpike

[s]everal committeeswere appointed to solicit subscriptions to the
stock of the corporation, and one committee was intrusted with
the single duty of so presenting the advantages of the enterprise
to Reverend Henry Colemanof Hinghamas to give his aid and
44
influence to the undertaking[Wood,1919, 178].
Similarly, we find in the minutes book of the Minisink and Montgomery
Turnpike Company: "Resolved, That James Finch Jun. and David Mason be a
Committeeto apply to the People living west of the ShawangunkMountain for
’~5
subscriptions...
AdamG. Mappa, president and chief organizer of the Utica Turnpike,
needed no warrant to solicit his fellow townspeople. To win the support of the
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prominentlocals, he "set forth in forcible language and at great length the
advantages that would accrue to Utica by completion of the road" [Durant,
1878, 177]. Somedetails of the campaignare provided in the following extract
of an 1808 letter

from Mappato a Mr. Walton:

I have begged with all my power & might pro bono publico, you
mydear sir I hope will follow myexample...[with] our friends
Miller and VanRensselear as soon [as] these gentlemen...return
and can be taken hold of. Mr. Hogan informed me that he did
not knowthe Turnpike Road was laid over his lands. Howcan it
be possible that you, mydear Walton, did neglect to inform Mr.
H. of this advantage and request (as you promised me) his
assistance in subscribing generously towards our wants. O my
friend, if you forget us, if you abandonthe T.P. [turnpike] interest,
all is over, weshall sink in the mud& that very dirty too.
Retrieve therefore the opportunity lost on the return of friend
Hogan, and do not forget any of all those whomyou can
reach...[quoted in Jackson, 1959, 22].
Mappa’sletters

are prime examplesof what de Tocqueville [1945/1840, II, 114]

called "the extreme skill with whichthe inhabitants of the United States
succeeded in proposing a commonobject for the exertions of a great many
men and inducing them voluntarily to pursue it." Mappa’sletters

also show

that generating selective incentives is itself a costly public good, but some
people will eagerly take it upon themselves to provide them.46 The Utica
Turnpikenever paid its stockholders reasonably well, but it lasted until 1848
7when it was transformed into a plank road companyJ
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The struggle to gather support is shownin a letter to John Rutherfurd, a
subscriber in several turnpikes, about a newly incorporated turnpike through
Trenton: "Weopen the books on Thursday next - and shall try every means to
get the companyorganized - you knowhowlittle

spirit prevails with the citizens

of this place for any public improvement- but intend pushing them hard."
Further, the writer expresses his hope that Rutherford "maythink so favourable
of [the project] - as to give orders to somefriend here to subscribe largely .,~8

De Tocqueville and Olson both speak of another organ of selective
incentives used by turnpike communities. De Tocqueville [1945/1840, II, 119]
says, "nothing but a newspaper can drop the same thought into a thousand
minds at the same moment," and by means of a newspaper "you can persuade
every manwhosehelp you require that his private interest obliges him
voluntarily to unite his exertions to the exertions of all the others." Similarly,
Olson [1971, 63] says that through media propaganda "about the worthiness of
the attempt to satisfy the commoninterest in question," membersof a latent
group may"develop social pressure not entirely unlike those that can be
generated in a face-to-face ’’49
group.
Newspapersproliferated

in Americaand people took a keen interest in

reports on local affairs [de Tocqueville, II, 114-122; Gunn,1988, 52]. To spur
feelings of duty, announcementsof the formation of a turnpike companyoften
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spoke of the public worthiness of the road. Within a five month period the
Courier of NewHampshire(Concord) carried communicationsof three different
turnpike companiessaying that their project ’‘would be beneficial to the public
in general," "wouldbe of great public utility,"

and "wouldopen extensive

communication from West to East through the middle of NewHampshire...
and would tend to increase the commerceof our own Metropolis. ’’5° In other
announcements the element of moral suasion is more pronounced. After
announcing that the books of the Great Northern Turnpike are open for
subscription, a communicationadds: "N.B. the object of the contemplated road
is so obviouslyimportant to the public and to individuals, (as it will facilitate
direct intercourse betweenthe cities of Montreal and Albany, without a single
ferry, and generally over a level country,) that great hopes are entertained of
its speedy execution. ’’sl A 1798 communicationof the Hartford and New
HavenTurnpikesays, "Andit being an object of great public utility,

it is hoped

the citizens of this state will manifest their public spirit on the occasion, and
feel themselves disposed to promote it by an advance of the necessary sums of
’’52
money,and will without hesitation fill up the subscription.
Between Schenectady and Albany went to work the champion promoter,
Elkanah Watson.5s Using the names "A Friend to Turnpikes," "A.Z.," "A
Republican," and ’q’he Public Good," Watsonappealed to public spirit,
patriotism, and commercialinterest in his campaignsfor turnpikes. Rarely did
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he appeal to direct renumeration from the stock. In 1801 in one of his many
pieces promoting the Albany and Schenectady Turnpike Watson[40] writes
[A]s its importance is admitted on all hands, the adventurers are
entitled from the public the most decisive and liberal
encouragementto complete the road...
As respects the citizens of Albany, especially the mercantile interest, they
must be asleep indeed if they can suffer another year to pass over
without exerting all their efforts to bring about this important enterprise.
In a later article Watson[40] reports on the success of a preliminary meeting
to found the turnpike and adds,
As our Citizens appear to be universally impressed with the
importance of a Turnpike Road connecting the two cities of
Albanyand Schenectady, and as the samepatriotic spirit prevails
in the City of Schenectady, a doubt can no longer exist, but the
SHARES
will be all taken up in a few hours after the Books are
opened...
And,indeed, besides copies of these articles in his heavily annotated scrapbook,
Watsonscribbled, "the happy Momentwas here - the foregoing publications
paved the way+ never anything more spiritedly received -"
Watsonlabored hard for other turnpikes, including a connection between
NewYorkand Albany. In an article from 1800 [36], he writes, "[t]he object is
so truly important, so desirable, and so popular, that little

doubt can be

entertained, but that the legislature will grant a charter, and that the 3000
shares..,

will be immediately taken up." Notice how Watson, by pretending
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confidence in imminent support, tries

to mitigate the assurance problem in

securing support and to incite the vigilant do-gooder to take up the call In his
scrapbook Watson penned, "unsuccessful
charter...

attempts have been made to obtain a

It must eventually succeed." Later he adds, "1808 - the Road from

N.Y. to Albany - has been executed this present year - who began it?" Besides
testifying to Watson’sself-satisfaction,

these annotations testify to the social

leverage of the newspaper.
Social pressure seems to have found its way into the assessment and
payment of land damages. Right-of-way was commonly paid for in stock rather
than money[Taylor, 1934, 165]. "A Philanthropist"

[1797, No. III] says that

those giving up land to a turnpike "will receive an equivalent to their damages,
in the appreciate value of their farms and situations,
accommodations." Such benefits

probably gave the turnpike

chip when coming to an agreement, as indicated
the Hartford and NewHaven Turnpike lately
persons through whose land said road is laid,
amount at least

and from other

cited:

in the 1798 announcement of
"It is hoped that those

will become subscribers to the

of the sum assessed to them in damages."

Wecould speculate on other forms of social pressure.
of turnpike-run lotteries
sale of tickets

a moral bargaining

In the few cases

it is easy to imagine a role for social pressure in the

[Wood, 1919, 293; Lane, 1939, 161]. The list

holders was public information and may have circulated

of turnpike stock

to spur contributionY
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Even if selective

incentives

to have been well-recorded.

had been prevalent we could not expect them

Yet some tangible

signs can be found.

Supplemented by an understanding of the turnpikes and of the ethos of the
day, it is fair to conclude that social pressures played a conspicuous role in the
provision of hundreds of turnpikes.

IV

Local freedom, ...which leads a great number of citizens to value
the affection of their neighbors and of their kindred, perpetually
brings men together and forces them to help one another in spite
of the propensities that sever them [de Tocqueville, 1945/1840, II,

111].
Early American communities overcame an apparent free rider

problem

in financing hundreds of turnpike companies. For companies organized after
1805, the hope of a small return surely oiled the magnaminity of the turnpike
contributor,

but the central explanation for investment in these companies lies

elsewhere. Communityisolation,

citizen

familiarity,

and weak, decentralized

government bred close social ties and a strong participatory

ethic.

But does the quaint story of townspeople working together to build a
highway have much bearing

on modern problems?

lot since 1810. Neighbors are often strangers,
pressure and the like to curtail

Hackensaek has changed a

so how can we expected social

free riding? Tworemarks follow.
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First,
behavior,

despite

voluntary

the growing interest
public-good provision

which the representative

seems to be one of those areas in

from a trained

incapacity.

that economists are comparatively

tactics

association

often yield results,

Sector Ouarterly.

Such tactics,

underway in Virginia,
are donating
facilities

California,

(see PoNe [1988,

goods, that in itself

for toll

forces are deemed ineffective

education,

of sodality

esteem. Thus there

secondary

in providing

security,

and poor relief

activities,

and

it is no surprise

When a problem arises

Participation
leadership

to

depends on the

institutions,

remain degenerate.

and organizing

public

The ability of voluntary association

government is expected to deal with it.
responsibility

road projects

511]).

Since governmental bodies dominate these services

that our faculties

personal

are operating

and spontaneous development of certain

sentiments.

in Nonprofit and Voluntary

to build some of the necessary

is a policy issue.

provide infrastructure,

suasion

and the Midwest, where groups of developers

land and volunteering

Second, if our voluntary

exercise

I am told,

to free

avoidance as well.

or the American Cancer Society,

as reported regularly

It has

insensitive

[Marwell & Ames, 1981]; often they seem blind to its

Whether it be a street

social

still

economist suffers

been shown experimentally
riding

among economists in non-egoistic

does not become a

does not become a source of

is a lesson in the broader circumstances

of early
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America which bred effective
those forces established

voluntary forces,

turnpikes.

as well as in the specific

ways
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